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12. Length of thesis. The respective department shall advise on expected length of thesis.  In the 

absence of departmental guidelines, a master’s thesis is expected to range 50 to 100 pages and 

a PhD thesis 100 to 200 pages excluding references and appendices. 

 

13. Front page – Capital letters shall be used, in bold, font 14 and (the whole title page should be 
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the University of Embu. This statement should appear at the middle of the page. 

The month and year 

 

14. Declaration – Start on new page- In font 12 duly signed by candidate and supervisors. 

The declaration page must contain the order indicated below: 

a) a signed declaration by the candidate with the following statement: “This thesis is 

my original work and has not been presented for a degree in any other University”. 

b) a signed declaration by each of the University supervisors with the following 

statement: “This thesis has been submitted for examination with my (our) approval 

as University Supervisor(s)”. 
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16. Copyright - optional. If included, align with University IP policy. 
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21. List of Plates - Start on new page. Where applicable. 

22. List of Appendices - Start on new page - Where applicable. 

23. List of Abbreviations /Acronyms - Start on new page. Where applicable. 

24. List of Nomenclatures - Start on new page. Where applicable. 

25. Abstract – Single spaced and one page maximum. Though appears first should be written last. 

26. Order of names: on cover page. First Name, Middle Name and Last Name. 

27. Thesis Chapters. The respective department shall advise on thesis chapters.  In the absence of 
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27 a) Master’s and PhD Theses shall have five chapters. Each chapter should start on a new page, 

written in capital letters and laid out as follows 

 

CHAPTER ONE  

INTRODUCTION 

 

CHAPTER TWO  

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

 

CHAPTER THREE  

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

CHAPTER FOUR  

RESULTS 

 

CHAPTER FIVE  

DISCUSSION, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS. 

 

REFERENCES -Shall come after last chapter but shall not be given a chapter number.  

  -References shall be single spaced. 

-Literature must be cited by author and date or by number in the text, and a list of 

references must appear at the end of thesis. 

 

27 b) Or Master’s and PhD Theses, may upon the recommendation of the School follow a 

thematic format.  Where the thematic format is used the chapters shall be: 

 

CHAPTER ONE - GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

THEMATIC CHAPTERS (which shall be numbered) 

SYNTHESIS  (this chapter shall be numbered). 

 

REFERENCES -Shall come after last chapter but shall not be given a chapter number.  

  -References shall be single spaced. 

- Literature must be cited by author and date or by number in the text, and a list of 

references must appear at the end of thesis. 

 

28. Candidates should consult the respective department if they require any advice on any matter 

concerning the form of a thesis not covered by these guidelines. 
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29. General Thesis Outline 

CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION.  

To include: 

Background of the study 

Problem statement 

Justification 

Research questions (where applicable) 

Hypothesis 

Objectives  

General Objective-Should be related to the title 

Specific objectives –Should be closely linked to the research questions and hypothesis. 

Conceptual framework (where applicable)  

Scope (where applicable) 

The Limitations (where applicable) 

 

CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

To include all relevant literature to each objective should be exhaustively cover ever objective of 

the study subheadings may sometimes be useful. 

 

CHAPTER THREE 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

To include: 

Description of the study area (if a field observation study was done). 

The target population. 

Sampling designs, techniques and illustrations. 

The research designs. 

Data collection procedures. 

Data analysis. 

Regulatory requirements such as ethical clearance, research permits, biosafety clearance or KWS 

permission among others.  

 

CHAPTER FOUR 

RESULTS 

The actual data from the study should be presented. 

The narrative should be accompanied by illustrations such as plates, figures or tables. 

Each table or figure given should be accompanied by a summary or interpretation.  

 

CHAPTER FIVE 

DISCUSSION, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS. 

Should include:  

The discussion of results (without repeating the results) which is guided by the objectives. 

Conclusions drawn to respond to the objectives.  

Based on the conclusions make recommendations. 
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REFERENCES 

- To use the style determined by the department.  In the absence of departmental guidelines APA 

style shall be used. Consistency is important in citation. 

The candidate should confirm the format with BPS office before binding the final Thesis. 

 

THE PRELIMINARY PAGES 

The preliminary pages of the thesis should mirror the usual scholarly books. 

i) Title pages: This indicates the title of the study, the author’s name, the degree requirement 

being fulfilled, the name of the University awarding the degree, the date of submission of the 

thesis and the signing of the supervisors.  

 

ii) Declaration page: This should be written as: 

“This thesis is my original work and has not been presented for a degree in any other university.” 

The student signs his/her name and registration number  

 

All the supervisors then sign the thesis, starting with the main supervisor. At least two full names 

for each supervisor should be written. Their positions at work e.g. Senior Lecturer, Chairman of 

Department etc should however not be included: 

 

How a sample thesis in the University of Embu is expected to look like is provided.  
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